We derive formulas for Whispering Gallery Mode resonances and bending losses in infinite cylindrical dielectric shells and sets of concentric cylindrical shells. The formulas also apply to spherical shells and to sections of bent waveguides. The derivation is based on a WKB treatment of Helmholtz equation and can in principle be extended to any number of concentric shells. A distinctive limit analytically arises in the analysis when two shells are brought at very close distance to one another. In that limit, the two shells act as a slot waveguide. If the two shells are sufficiently apart, we identify a structural resonance between the individual shells, which can either lead to a substantial enhancement or suppression of radiation losses. [2] S. Schiller, "Asymptotic expansion of morphological resonance frequencies in mie scattering," Appl. Opt. 32, 2181Opt. 32, -2185Opt. 32, (1993.
Introduction
The quality factor, Q, of whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators is ultimately limited by material purity and radiation losses. The former seems to be nearly attained in large crystalline resonators, where Q > 10 11 has been demonstrated [1] . The latter, equally unavoidable, is known to decrease exponentially with the cavity radius, yet a simple, explicit formula is lacking. A precise analytical knowledge of the radiation losses could be useful, as it could indicate ways of keeping a large Q while reducing the cavity size.
In the presence of spherical or cylindrical symmetry, the characteristic equation giving the complex WGM frequencies generally involves Bessel function of both large orders and large arguments. This double limit is a delicate one to handle numerically, which motivates one to use asymptotic representations. For full and uniform dielectric spheres or cylinders, the positions of the resonances are most accurately given in Schiller's paper [2] , who extended the analysis of Lam, Leung and Young [3] . These authors also successfully computed the radiative linewidth by substituting their result in the argument of an appropriate spherical Bessel function. However, this procedure requires one to employ Debye's expansion [4] of Bessel functions, which is somewhat fastidious and not particularly illuminating. As a result, therefore, one usually keeps solving the WGM characteristic equation numerically to assess the radiation losses [5, 6, 7, 8] .
Meanwhile, there is a strong and related interest to assess bending losses in classical optical waveguides and slot waveguides. Indeed, miniaturization of photonic integrated circuits (PIC) drives the design towards sharper bends and towards smaller ring or stadium cavities. It would then be useful to simply estimate the rise in radiative losses associated to this trend. A formula already exists for bent monomode fibers, which is due to Chang and Barnes [9] and Marcuse [10] and which has recently been improved by analytical and numerical investigations [11, 12, 13] . However, Marcuse's formula is only valid in the limit where the refractive index in the guiding is very close to that of the surroundings. If the difference in refractive indexes is not small, as is usually the case with PIC, the present analysis takes over.
Our study also finds application in WGM sensing, where the high Q of micro-rings or micro-spheres promises highly sensitive label-free detection of molecules. Recently, it has been shown numerically that to surround a micro-ring with an external bus waveguide could increase the quality factor [14] . In the same vein, concentric micro-rings have been proposed as an optical improvement over simple micro-rings [15, 16] . We address this question in this paper by considering concentric shells, which can be viewed as analytically tractable models for rings. We show analytically how the Q-factor can indeed be increased but, also, drastically lowered by an external ring, depending on the geometrical parameters.
Various methods can be used to study WGM. Their frequencies can in principle be directly found as the roots of the characteristic equation. Such characteristic equation may be written with no difficulty if the geometry is a set of concentric cylindrical layers, by solving Helmholtz equation in terms of Bessel functions and applying proper boundary conditions. Previous analyses [3, 2] are based on an asymptotic study of the characteristic equation. In the present paper, we apply the WKB method on the Helmholtz equation itself. This approach yields not only the complex frequencies of WGM but also their spatial distribution. Our analysis is close in spirit to that performed by Chang and Barnes [9] , except that we do not make the assumption of a very weak index contrast and that we don't stretch the radial coordinate to obtain a Schrödinger equation. More recently, the method of Keller and Rubinow [17] was used to compute the position of WGM resonances in spheroidal cavities [18, 19, 20] . However, this method was devised for bounded domain and it is therefore not clear if it can be applied to compute radiative losses.
Before stating our results, let us recall that the treatments of a cylindrical cavity of radius R and of a segment of bent waveguide are locally equivalent. In the former, the field has the azimuthal and temporal dependence
whereas in the latter, this spatio-temporal dependance is replaced by
where s is the arc length along the waveguide. Hence, the dispersion relation β = β(k r ) and attenuation coefficient α may directly be deduced from the relations k r = k r (ℓ),
We also remind that the solutions of Helmholtz equation on spheres and on cylinders can be mapped onto one other and are therefore equivalent [21] . The synthesis in the dispersion formulas is achieved through the parameter ν = ℓ for cylindrical geometries, ℓ + 1/2 for spherical geometries.
Mathematically, the defining feature of WGM is that ν ≫ 1 [22] . All formulas to follow are for materials of refractive index n embedded in air. For materials of refractive index n 2 in an environment of refractive index n 1 , n should be understood as the ratio n 2 /n 1 , while c should be changed into c/n 1 .
Summary of the results
In terms of the normalised real frequency
we find that the radiative decay rate for full spheres and cylinders is given by
where ξ = 1 for TE modes and ξ = n 2 for TM modes. This formula is, to our knowledge, new, although it could be inferred from consulting Lam et al.'s paper [3] alone. We have checked its numerical validity.
For more general circular geometries, the radiative losses are
and our main contribution is to provide the shape factor σ for shells in Eq. (42), for concentric shells in Eqs. (58) and (72), and for slots in Eq. (87). Our analysis also yields the resonances x. Closed WGM trajectories must contain an integer number, ℓ, of wavelengths, so x ≈ 1/n. More generally,
In the case of full spheres and cylinders [3] , it is well-known that τ is a root of Ai(−z), but for shells of thickness h, τ must solve
where the characteristic function is
The roots τ of the above characteristic equation yield the first correction to the leading-order expression of the annular resonance. An extended asymptotic expansion of x with O(ν −5/3 ) accuracy is provided in Eq. (40). This expression for x also holds for sets of concentric shells, if they are sufficiently apart.
If two shells are brought at very short distance from one another, then guiding can take place within the narrow low-index region for the TM field. The low-index gap thus forms a slot waveguide, as in [23, 24, 25] . How narrow must the gap be for this to happen? Defining the low-index region as R 1 < r < R 2 we find that this dynamical regime, in the large-ν limit, corresponds to k
. At telecom wavelengths, this estimates yields a few tens of nm, consistently with previous studies. The slot resonances are given by
whereĥ 1,2 = h i /(ǫR i ) are the reduced thicknesses of the high-index shells that enclose the slot. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2, we develop the WKB analysis and treat the single shell or bent slab waveguide. In Sec. 3, we analyse two weakly coupled concentric shells or waveguides. In Sec. 4, we treat the slot-waveguides. Finally, we discuss our results and conclude.
Simple shells and bent slabs
Given the azimuthal dependance in (1), Maxwell's equation lead to
with the usual radiation condition ψ ∼ exp(ikr)/ √ r as r → ∞ and the continuity condition
at interfaces, where ξ = 1, ψ = E z for TE waves and ξ = n 2 i , ψ = H z for TM waves. The first step in our analysis is to rescale the radial coordinate as
which transforms Eq. (11) into
subjected to conditions (12) , with "d/dr" replaced by "d/dy". This sets the problem in a suitable form to apply the WKB technique in the large-ν limit [26] . Note that the eigenvalue k or, equivalently, x, is moved from the differential equation to the location of the boundary condition in the y variable. In what follows, we will successively solve Eq. (14) outside and inside the shell. As usual, the characteristic equation will then emerge from the continuity conditions.
Outside the shell
Wherever q(y) is different from zero, a WKB analysis in Appendix A yields
with
and where
From the form of S(y) above, one sees that y > 1 is the radiation zone, where the field progressively acquires the form of a radially outgoing wave as y becomes large. Conversely, for smaller radii, y < 1, the field has an exponential dependance on the radius. We therefore call this region the evanescent zone. The near field outside the shell is
while the radiation condition in the far field imposes
The connection between the constants A, B and C above can be found by a local analysis in the vicinity of y = 1, as explained in [26] . Briefly, in that region, we find that the solution is locally given by
where Ai(z), Bi(z) are Airy's functions [4] and ǫ was defined in (7) . That particular combination ensures that the correct far field (19) be recovered as w → ∞. Conversely, matching (20) with (18) as w → −∞ yields
Hence, in the evanescent zone at the exterior of the shell, we have
In this last expression, the term i exp(νS) is exponentially small in the vicinity of the shell but is also exponentially growing away from it. In their asymptotic description of WGM of dielectric spheres, Little et al. omit this contribution, together with the radiating field very far away from the sphere [27] . While the error incurred on the position of the resonances is negligible, it is this term that allows one to properly determine the radiation losses.
On the other side of the shell, we have
to ensure that the field stay bounded (note that S(y) < 0 for y < 1.) 
Inside the shell
Given that h/R ≪ 1, we have y ≈ x throughout the guiding region. Moreover, it is well known that the leading-order approximation for WGM resonances is nkR ≈ ν, i.e. that x ≈ 1/n. Hence, in the guiding region we rescale y as y = 1 + ǫt n , (see Fig. 1 ) (24) where ǫ is the small parameter defined in (7). The equation for ψ then becomes
In the limit ǫ → 0, one recognises above Airy's equation, with independent solutions Ai(−t), Bi(−t). To obtain a solution that is correct to O(ǫ) inclusive, one may treat the above equation as a standard perturbation problem or, in a more expeditious way, we may seek a solution of the form (1 + ǫat + . . .) Ai −t + ǫ(bt + ct 2 + . . . and determine the constants a, b, c, . . . so as to solve the equation up to the desired order. We find the two solutions
In terms of these:
Continuity and characteristic equation
As discussed earlier, we aim to find x, or, equivalently t = t 1 , where
The normalised frequency x is also the location of the outer radius of the shell in the y coordinate, while t 1 is the location of the same boundary in the t coordinate. The inner radius is at y = x 0 = x(1 − h/R) (see Fig. 1 ). Let us introduce the reduced thicknesŝ
which we assume to be O(1). Then the value of t at the inner radius is t 0 = t 1 − (1 + ǫt 1 )ĥ. The continuity relations (12) are, up to O(ν −1 ) corrections,
−n ξ
Note that, from the assumption thatĥ = O(1), x 0 differs from x by an O(ν −2/3 ) quantity only. Hence,
Using Eqs. (33) and (34) to eliminate C and G, we eventually obtain:
correct up to O(ν −1 , e 4νS(x) ) terms, where we define, for brevity,
It is immediate from Eqs. (36) and (37) that, in the limit ǫ → 0, t 1 → τ , where
A more systematic asymptotic resolution, outlined in Appendix B, eventually yields
where In addition, an exponentially small imaginary contribution is found in x, which leads to Eq. (6), with the shape factor
Note that the numbers P andP appearing in the above expressions rapidly become small asĥ − τ increases above zero. In that limit, the formula's in Ref. [3] are recovered. This quantitatively indicates how the shell becomes optically equivalent to a full cylinder with increasing thickness. To check the validity of Eq. (42), we solved the exact characteristic equation of a full cylinder and of a shell having the same outer radius but varying thickness h (see Appendix C). The ratio of the imaginary parts of the complex roots provides a numerical value of σ. Due to numerical limitations, we took ν = 60, meaning a vacuum wavelength of ±1µm for an outer radius of 6.4µm. The comparison in Fig. 2 shows good agreement with the analytical formula, given the moderately large value of ν.
Coupled shells
Let us now consider two concentric annuli, delimited by R 1 − h 1 < r < R 1 and R 2 < r < R 2 + h 2 , with R 2 > R 1 and with refractive index n. In the t-variable, the four interfaces are located at t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < t 3 and we define x j = kR i /ν, j = 1, 2, see Fig. 1 . From the definitions (13) and (24) of the y and t variables, we have
The interior and exterior fields are the same as in Sec. 2.1. In the guiding and central regions, we have
Let us first consider the continuity condition on the normal derivatives at x = x 1 , x 2 :
with S 21 = S(x 2 ) − S(x 1 ). This directly yields the constants L and M in terms of the other ones. Imposing the continuity of ψ at y = x 1,2 and treating the remaining interfaces in the same manner as in the previous section, we then obtain the system
The determinant of this system yields the complex dispersion relation but it is simpler, and more instructive, to solve it by perturbation. Considering the right-hand sides above, two qualitatively distinct situations are directly apparent, depending on the magnitude of S 21 . Indeed, if S 21 = O(1), then the right-hand sides of Eqs. (49) to (52) are all small and the two high-index annuli may be regarded as distinct, weakly coupled, waveguides. On the other hand if νS 21 = O( √ ǫ), then the four equations are coupled to leading order and we are dealing with a slot waveguide. We postpone the discussion of that situation to Sec. 4. In the limit √ ǫ → 0, Eqs. (49) to (52) read, to leading order, and with the reduced thicknessĥ i defined above,
so that either (H, I, J, K) ∼ (1, −Ai(−t 1 )/Bi(−t 1 ), 0, 0) and
or (H, I, J, K) ∼ (0, 0, 1, −Ai(−t 3 )/Bi(−t 3 )) and
Excitation of the exterior waveguide
Let us assume that Eq. (55) holds to leading order. Being primarily interested in the shape factor σ defined in Eq. (6), we restrict our attention to the exponentially small terms in Eqs. (49-50) that are associated to radiation losses:
Comparing with Eqs. (36-37), we notice that the problem is mathematically equivalent at this order to the one-ring problem. Hence, without further calculation, the shape factor σ is again given by
Excitation of the interior waveguide
Assuming now that Eq. (54) holds to leading order, we assume the following asymptotic expansion:
where τ is now a root of Eq. (54). Note that the quantities t 0 , t 2 , and t 3 are related to t 1 and should therefore also be expanded. For instance,
Also, note that the exponentially small terms above are taken to be proportional to exp[2νS(x 1 )], not exp[2νS(x 3 )], since light is mostly confined near r = R 1 , that is, y = x 1 . Hence, we should evaluate the radiation losses by comparison to a cylinder of radius R 1 . Considering the O( √ ǫ) contributions of Eqs. (49) and (50), and making use of (B9), we find that
Being primarily interested in the shape factor σ appearing in (6), we focus next on the exponentially small terms obtained by substituting the preceding expansions in Eqs. (49) to (52). In collecting these, one should not omit the contributions that come from expanding the arguments of A(t 3 ), B(t 3 ), . . .. We obtain
where
. Details of resolution of this last set of equations are given in Appendix D. Eventually, we obtain
with the shape factor
However, it is more meaningful, in the present case, to compare the above losses to those of a bare shell rather than to those of the full cylinder. Given (42), this yields the new shape factor The above expression invites some comments. On the one hand, the ǫ factor indicates the possibility of reducing the radiation losses thanks to the presence of the outer shell. On the other hand, σ ′ diverges if D(t 3 ,ĥ 2 ) → 0. Since the vanishing of D(t 3 ,ĥ 2 ) corresponds to sustained oscillation in the exterior shell, this suggests a kind of resonant leakage. The two effects can clearly be seen in Fig. 3 , in which the position of the external shell, and hence the value of D(t 3 ,ĥ 2 ), is varied. In this figure, the roots of the exact two-shell characteristic equation and of the one-shell characteristic equation (see Appendix C) were numerically computed and compared. Both suppression and enhancement of the losses are seen due to the presence of the external shell, as expected from Eq. (72). The peaks of Fig. 3 are found to precisely match the resonances of the outer shell alone. The field distribution confirms this: large σ ′ correspond to a significantly larger amplitude in the outer ring compared to when σ ′ is minimum. Further insight is obtained by computing σ ′ as a function of the orbital number ν. Given that ∆k/k ≈ ∆ν/ν, where ∆k, ∆ν are variation of k and ν, we see that the resonances are spectrally very broad (∆ν/ν ≈ 0.15 in Fig. 3, right) . Hence, they do not correspond to resonances between the electromagnetic field and the guiding structure, which are exponentially sharp. Rather, these are structural resonances between the inner and the outer shell.
Slot waveguides
As is well-known [23] , slot waveguides are achieved with nanometric low-index gap between high-index layers. This feature arises naturally in our analysis. Indeed, we found in the preceding section that light is located in either of the two high-index rings unless sinh(νS 21 ) = O( √ ǫ). This requires that the gap R 2 − R 1 be very small. The main electric field component is the radial one, so the mode is TM and we have ξ = n 2 in what follows. We now introduce the normalised gap ∆ as
and we treat ∆ as an O (1) 
and the shape factor is given by
Discussion
In this work we have provided an asymptotic framework to study resonances and radiative losses in shells. Although we have limited our attention to one or two concentric shells of the same index of refraction in an homogeneous environment, the approach could be extended to study more general sequences of refractive indexes or to larger sets of shells. Moreover, we expect that the trends that have analytically derived here also hold, broadly, for more intractable geometries, such as toroidal cavities and micro-rings, since their shapes locally conform to portions of spherical or cylindrical shells. Conversely, our analysis does not apply to weakly guiding shell or waveguides, such as optical fibers with a very small contrast between the core and the cladding: n 2 /n 1 − 1 ≪ 1. Indeed, in that case the extent of evanescent zone on the outer side of the bend becomes extremely small and the field almost immediately acquires a radiating structure, as e.g. in Ref. [11] . Thus, the WKB expression (22) , which underlies our analysis, breaks down. With respect to the study of a full sphere or cylinder, the single-shell problem introduces the thickness h as an additional geometrical parameter. To leading order in the azimuthal number ν, the characteristic equation D(τ,ĥ) = 0 involves a simple combination of Airy functions. It is easy to see that it rapidly becomes equivalent to Ai(−τ ) = 0, i.e. to the characteristic equation for a full sphere as the reduced thicknessĥ increases. In the same way, the coefficient P andP appearing in expression (40) rapidly tend to zero, eventually leading to the formulas of a full-sphere in Ref. [3] . A simple criterion to treat shells as full-spheres or full-cylindres is thatĥ > α (j) , where α (j) denote the j th real root of Ai(−z).
Conversely, let us examine the situation whereĥ is sufficiently small that the shell cannot be considered to be optically equivalent to a full-sphere. Examining the equation D(τ,ĥ) = 0 for smallĥ we find that τ must be large. Using appropriate asymptotic representation of the Airy function [4] , the j th root is found to be
with very good approximation as long asĥ ≤ 1 (or, more generally, as long as τ (j) is much larger than h.) In terms of unscaled wavenumber k and thickness h, Eq. (88) is
which underscores the asymptotic equivalence between a thin shell and a straight waveguide. Aside from describing the position of the resonances, the motivation of this work was to derive the shape parameter σ in the expression of the radiation losses
in various configurations. Given the factor ν in the exponential exp 2νS(x) above, it necessary to know x with at least O(ν −1 ) accuracy. However, this still leaves an imprecision of order ν 
Regarding the shape factor σ, we have given an analytical expression (87) for the practically important case of slot waveguides. On the other hand, the case where two concentric shells are too distant to form a slot waveguide is also interesting. Indeed the factor ǫ in the shape factor (72) suggests that an external shell can act as a radiation shield for light circulating in the inner shell. It is important to note in this regard that the outer shell can be located in the evanescent zone. Hence, this radiation shielding can not be interpreted as resulting from some sort of reflection by the outer shell of light radially emitted by the inner shell. In addition, the expression for σ in (72) also reveals that radiation losses can be enhanced if D(t 3 ,ĥ 2 ) is small, i.e. if the inner and outer shells are in resonance. In that case, instead of shielding radiation, the outer shell acts as a resonant escape channel. Our analysis, carried out in the large-ν limit, is well confirmed even for the moderately large values of ν = 25 in Fig. 3 . It should be noted that the radiation losses can be modulated by a factor of 50 in that figure through the location of the outer ring. Even larger ratios between the largest and lowest σ can be achieved for larger ν, i.e. larger rings or shorter wavelengths. An important conclusion is that the concentric circular structure offers a simple and powerful way to control the Q-factor of WGM resonators, with interesting perspectives of applications for both active and passive devices. 
